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spending remains flat. “[W]e see more aggressive and
widespread use of early case assessment (ECA) as a cost
management tool. The combination of ECA, alternative fees,
budget enforcement, alternative staffing and a focus on
settlements convinces corporate counsel they can manage the
new surge in matters with minimal, if any, spending increase.
… Law firms who can develop a protocol to help clients
evaluate and triage new matters on a continuing basis are best
positioned to turn the surge into business.”
For Duane Morris, DNASM helps us help our clients in ways
they never imagined. By arming the legal department with
data-driven recommendations on litigation, they are able to up
the ante and the discussion with the C-suite and the board. The
proof of the pudding is in the eating, as they say, and recently
DNASM was cited by a new client as a key factor in helping us
secure a significant, nine-figure piece of litigation.
With DNASM, we have sophisticated analytical tools at the
ready, giving our clients real-time, end-to-end cost management
visibility. Our continual goal is to give our clients unparalleled
insight and control over the cost of litigation throughout the
entire litigation life cycle and before litigation even begins —
DNASM helps us crack that code.

